
Logistics Solutions for Material Movements 
and Blending
Control, Optimize, Innovate at Every Stage of the Process
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Today’s market pressures and focus on cost 
and cash-flow management require plants to be 
flexible, optimized and adaptable to ever-changing
operational dynamics. Markets, regulations and 
companies demand reliability, repeatability 
and safe operations.



In the current business
environment, owners and
managers must find ways to
effectively manage plant assets
and creatively improve
business processes and
technologies. How
management solves these
critical challenges can either
hold a company back or take it
to the next level.

Critical challenges
include:
Globalization–To compete in the
global business environment, the
industry must keep up with local
requirements and regulations
which often differ across
countries. Compliance to these
requirements and regulations
ensures harmonization across
international boundaries. Emerson
has the global presence to help
meet these challenges. 

Risk mitigation–Rapidly evolving
markets demand new ways to
reduce risk. Companies cannot shy
away from addressing uncertainty
nor can they maintain 
assumptions about business 
environments. They must use all
available tools to make informed
decisions. Syncade provides
immediate access to the data
needed to monitor the
environment and make and 
track decisions.

Focus on efficiency–Facing high
costs and tight margins,
companies must find ways to 
increase efficiency and reduce
waste in order to be successful. By
streamlining processes, utilizing
knowledge management and
cutting out wasted time and
materials using Syncade’s Logistics
modules, customers are able to
maximize their facilities’ potential.

Utilizing technology–
Technology advances offer the
industry innovative and data-
driven views of assets. In a
business environment where your
customers are the most valuable
asset, Syncade’s order
management technology can
augment the business’ ability to
improve customer service and
increase customer satisfaction.
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“Automation (by

Emerson) put our

new facility on

track to maintain 

a projected best-in-

class annual

maintenance cost 

of less than 3% RAV

(Replacement Asset

Value). The figure is

well below the

industry average of

6.7% RAV.”

Raymond Sanders
Assistant Manager 

for Filling and Dispatch,
Shell Nederland Chemie

Critical Business Challenges



Observe regulations
Sites must keep up with ever-
changing environmental
regulation and validation demands
in order to safely meet recipe
requirements. Users work in a fast-
paced environment where
movements happen quickly and
change constantly. 

Distracted or overwhelmed users
may not catch accidental blending
or cross contamination of
materials, which can cause waste
and material losses. 

User error like this can mean:

n Safety risks 

nHeavy fines 

nReporting problems 

nMaterial waste 

Tools like recipe specification, real-
time recipe control and flushing
and clean-up notifications are all
very valuable to a user who is
juggling many tasks. Sites can
continuously update  their system
to reflect current regulation and
validation standards, thus
protecting assets from incorrect
blending and contamination. This
will protect sites from incorrect
reporting and resulting fines.

Monitor over-fill
Any time users monitor storage
assets inaccurately, they risk
overfill, which can create serious
safety issues. In addition to
monitoring for overfill, users must
ensure that potentially harmful
vapors safely filter into slop tanks,
rather than into the atmosphere. 

User error causes most incidents,
and site impacts include:

nHealth and environmental

hazards 

nHeavy fines and/or legal

ramifications 

nOperational shutdown 

nAsset disruption 

Powerful tools such as alarms,
notifications, automatic interlock,
accurate measurement, and real-
time monitoring help users
prevent incidents. These tools can
also connect to other site
functions and ensure proper
balance between production and
recovery.

Implementation of these tools
helps sites enforce safe practices
by ensuring proper procedures
every time.

Health, Safety and 
Environment (HSE)
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The delicate balance
between environmental
impacts and increasing
global energy needs makes
it more important than ever
to hold and move materials
safely and efficiently 
through all modes of
transportation.



Ensure certifications
All participants in a movement
must go through steps to obtain
and prove proper certification in
order to work with or at a site. In
addition to other responsibilities,
users must be aware of who and
what is coming in and going out of
the site, and what safety problems 
could occur if participants  are not
properly certified. 

HSE risks increase when users
allow uncertified participants
access to sites. Uncertified vehicles
unable to prove their state of
cleanliness pose contamination
risks. In addition, upon discovering
that assets are uncertified, local
authorities may: 

n Levy fines 

n Take away operating permits

n Shut down the site

nDisrupt movements

Sites can enact strict controls that
regulate proper certification and
restrict and /or block movement
without it. These controls are
essential to maintaining a safe and
smoothly running site.

Retain workforce
It can take years of on-the-job
experience to learn how to safely
oversee complex movements. An
inexperienced workforce with high
turnover is not equipped to handle
and resolve problems. Safety,
efficiency, and profitability are all
tied to the quality of your
workforce. Losing your expert
workforce can create:

nAsset utilization problems 

nMovement delays  

n Stock imbalance

n Traffic congestion
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“Equipment

performance is

critical and carries

penalties if

availability falls

below 99.7%. This

means no more

than three four-

hour downtime

events per year.”

Remote Site & Equipment
Management 

(a webcom publication)
October/November 2006 Vol. 6,

Issue 5

Syncade Logistics Functions Other Syncade Solutions

Capacity Control Dashboards

Conflict Recognition & Training & Development

Resolution

Contamination Control Document Control & Archiving

Equipment Management Workflow

Syncade Logistics Movement automated systems can effectively manage 
and adapt your logistics operations to address these HSE challenges:



Access site
Sites manage the movement and
storage of many different kinds of
potentially dangerous materials
every day. With constant material
comings and goings, site manage-
ment must monitor who is in their
area at all times for security
purposes.  

If users do not have control over
access, the site is vulnerable to
hazards including:

n Site security threats 

nMaterials theft

nQueue-jumpers 

nCongestion

Securing a site means monitoring
access control at a designated
entry point and denying access to
those who do not meet all
certifications, regulations,
schedules, business permissives
and physical characteristics of 
the site. 

Secure movement
When a ship, truck or railcar
arrives, users must ensure that
it is registered, scheduled and
authorized to perform the
required task. In addition, ships
must meet port and docking
requirements and trucks must
have a certified drivers.

Without correct calculations and
certifications, the whole site could
be at risk. Sites that do not oversee
movement authorization can
encounter: 

nDamage to site or assets 

nRisk to user or customer security

nCongestion on site

nContamination of assets

Proper authorization provides
order identification, movement
control and checks at entry via pre-
booked slots and materials
dispensing according to order 

details and customer allocation
limits. Generating Bills of
Lading, Certificates of Quality and
necessary paperwork
automatically ensures correct and
prompt tracking, accounting,
authorizing and invoicing of
movements. 

Site Security
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Securely moving and storing
materials through all modes of
transportation is more important
than ever in today’s complex and
demanding global environment.



Authorize users
Many people come and go from
sites each day. Most people have
authorization to be in the area, yet
Many people with different levels
of security clearance come and go
from sites each day. Sites require
controls that allow only authorized
users to work with systems that
run the site. For security purposes,
sites must secure their practices
and ensure that unauthorized
users do not have access.

Allowing an unauthorized user to
access site controls presents
dangers to: 

n Entire operations 

nMovements 

nCustomers

nUsers

It is imperative that sites have
restricted levels of security. All
users must have unique,
personalized codes that allow
them access to systems. 

Train users
All sites must make sure their users
are up-to-date on training
schedules and are able to follow all
procedures safely and securely. 

Untrained users leave the site open
to great risk because they are:

nUnaware of requirements

nUnable to react in an emergency

nA danger to themselves

nA danger to others

Sites that provide  training ensure
that their users will be able to
perform their jobs with skill and
safety, resolve problems and react
appropriately in an emergency. 
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In this “post- 9-11”

world, the threat of

terrorism adds

another dimension

of concern;

increased security

risks are a major

concern for

terminals without

controlled systems.

ARC Advisory Group
Copyright 2010

Terminal Automation
Systems Worldwide Outlook
Market Analysis and Forecast 

though 2014

Syncade Logistics Functions Other Syncade Solutions

Entry/Exit Authentication Dashboards

Loadrack/Jetty Access Control Security & Audit

Business Permissives Workflow

Allocation Control Training & Development

Order Management

Throughput Reporting

Meter Totalizer Reporting

Alarm Reporting

Syncade Logistics Movement automated systems can effectively manage 
and adapt your logistics operations to address these site security challenges:



Schedule equipment
Effective logistics management is
about understanding all assets and
event variables, so if something
looks like it might go wrong, users
can correct the problem before it
occurs. Users must carefully
schedule all assets including
inventories, line contents, active
movements, equipment limits,
upcoming orders and available
infrastructure to keep movements
flowing smoothly. 

A chain of events can occur during
movements that shift everything
off schedule. For example, a
queue-jumper who did not reserve
a pick-up may load the last of a
material that another truck had
scheduled to pick up. When this
goes uncontrolled, sites face
outcomes such as:
nBusiness opportunity loss
nRevenue loss
nVehicles congestion 
nCustomer dissatisfaction

An integrated scheduling tool
gives users clear visibility of assets
and allows them to pre-schedule
and re-schedule movements. This
allows an understanding of all
variables along with the flexibility
to respond when problems occur,
so that movement flow is safe,
efficient and continuous. 

Plan movement
Movement disruptions can occur
daily, which makes it critical to
plan ahead and be flexible. Such
planning flexibility allows tight
synchronization between orders,
customers, inventory, equipment 
and storage asset availability. 

As an example, weather can delay
a vehicle’s arrival and this can set
off a chain reaction affecting
personnel, inventories, pipeline
utilization and zone occupancy.
Without flexible planning, which
includes multiple possible
parameters and scenarios, sites
feel impacts such as:
nCongestion
nDelay
nCost increase
nCustomer dissatisfaction

Sites that use integrated planning
tools can support an increase in
number of trips for trucks, ships
and railcars through the same
assets with the same operations
staff. Customers can pre-book
slots for guaranteed arrival,
delivery and vehicle turnaround
times. This helps prevent
confusion, congestion and
extended wait times for
customers. It also helps users see
what is coming, so they can
identify conflicts and make

necessary changes to
accommodate unplanned
activities. 

Adapt infrastructure 
In the current environment, sites’
assets must be flexible and
adaptable in order to deal with
fluctuations in material availability,
price volatility and a dynamic
regulatory environment. Rigid
infrastructures do not allow the
adaptability to compete in the
global market. 

A rigid infrastructure can:
n Limit movements 
n Limit assets
nCreate site obsolescence 
n Fall behind industry standards

Asset Utilization 
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Improper use of equipment, inaccurate inventorying and
unexpected scheduling complications increase downtime,
maintenance and movement interruptions. 



Sites can employ tools to add
flexibility and adaptability to their
assets. These tools do not
necessarily require the high price
of replacing all current
infrastructures. They take
information that is already
available and repackage it to allow
flexibility, visibility and a
competitive edge.  

Reduce turn-around
time
Every user focuses on efficiency
to reduce turn-around times and
to make sure movement is
maximized. For example, if a site
can enable trucks to move in and
out of bays efficiently, the site will
have less downtime, more
satisfied customers and less
wasted assets. 

Sites that inefficiently manage
movements, schedules and
vehicles will struggle with:
nMovement delay
n Site congestion 
nRevenue loss
nCustomer dissatisfaction

Reducing turn-around times at a
site is as simple as implementing
integrated planning and
scheduling tools that enable users
to manage assets and movements
effectively. With such tools, users
are able to identify and resolve
movement and schedule conflicts
before they arise and keep vehicles
entering and exiting quickly and
efficiently. 
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Optimizing fuel

formulations with

widely-ranging

percentages of

from 10% to 100%

ethanol requires

the right

equipment in the

right place.

ARC INSIGHT
# 2009-31MP 

July 9, 2009

Syncade Logistics Functions Other Syncade Solutions

Planning of Movements Dashboards

Scheduling Equipment Tracking

Booking 

Queue Management

Data Acquisition

Tank Stock

Material Monitoring

Support All Modalities

Syncade Logistics Movement automated systems can effectively 
manage and adapt your logistics operations to address these asset 
utilization challenges:
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Material Management

Balance material
A user’s inability to accurately
judge how much of an asset he or
she is moving could have heavy
business impacts. It is essential
that users control movement
balances to correctly fill orders,
maintain proper inventories and
not over-fill tanks. Without precise
measurements, sites could
experience:
nMaterial losses
n Financial losses
nCustomer dissatisfaction
nOver-fill and spill

In order to maintain precise
movements, sites must have exact
reporting tools including high-
accuracy custody flow meters to
measure material movements and
repeatability, and flow capabilities
to deliver accurate ordered
quantities that support the
movement material type. Precise
measurements alleviate worries
about over-filling and the 
resulting safety and environmental
concerns.

Reconcile inventory
Users are responsible for knowing
current material inventories and
must verify them frequently.
Inability to correctly verify 

inventory at the beginning of the 
day, during a shift change or at the
end of an accounting period could
pose problems. 

If users do not know exact
measurements, they cannot
identify loss, leaks or actual
quantities. This can also limit the
ability to:
nKnow quantities
nReport to customers
nReport to management 
n Schedule orders

Accurate reporting tools that verify
quantities frequently enable users
to identify problems, track
inventories, efficiently fill customer
orders and generate required
reports correctly. Material
accounting ability provides
validation, reconciliation and
reporting of stock and yields. This
is the basis from which users can

identify and reduce losses, 
improve yields and control
operating costs.

Sustain performance
Sites need to track movements to
prove that they can sustain fiscal
measurement performance and
repeatability over time. They strive
for precision and accuracy
combined with logistics
management and execution,
which are keys to cost-effective
facility operation.

Not having appropriate custody
measurement can result in:
n Stock imbalance 
n Liability 
nCustomer dissatisfaction
n Loss of business

Find data 
When users look for past or current
data, they spend valuable time
searching, and they need to find
useful and correct information.
Sites that do not provide users with
intuitive ways to track down
important data increase
frustration, search time, and the
likelihood that the search will not
produce the answers to the
problem they were trying to resolve.

The price of inaccurately tracking movement or mishandling waste
is not just the cost of re-processing or losing material; it can also
mean big fines from local authorities.



A site’s inability to share data
seriously hinders its users. When
data isn’t available, users waste
time searching for paperwork and
are less equipped to react to
unforeseen circumstances or
situations on the job. Unavailable
or hard-to-find data:
nWastes valuable time  
nHinders visibility and

transparency
nKeeps users from sharing

important tribal knowledge 
n Puts site at risk in case of an

emergency

Shared knowledge
An electronic document
management system (EDMS)
allows users to search for
information, record tribal
knowledge, tag documents for
easy retrieval, share information

with other users and work more
efficiently with the correct data at
their fingertips. An EDMS
empowers users to find and share
knowledge in real-time. It helps to
make every user as smart as every
other user. 

Automated reporting, tank
gauging, movement control and
inventory management systems
record movements and provide a
complete view of inventory at all
times. Accurate gauges and
meters with standard volumetric
and mass adjustments are the
basis for custody transfer and
reconciliation. Only with a
combination of these tools, plus
real-time planning and scheduling,
can you satisfy customers,
management, stakeholders and
regulatory agencies.
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A seemingly simple

refinery stream of

naphtha consists of

50 to 60 discrete

components, all

which must be

carefully tracked,

balanced and

documented in case

something goes

wrong.

ARC INSIGHT
# 2009-31MP 

July 9, 2009

Syncade Logistics Functions Other Syncade Solutions

Inventory Reconciliation Dashboards

Recipe Configuration Material Genealogy

Additization Document Control &  Archiving

Multiple Source

Planned Deliveries

Constructive Sequences

Optimize Storage

Alarm Reporting

ERP Reporting

Contamination Control

Syncade Logistics
Movement 

automated systems
can effectively 

manage and adapt
your logistics 
operations to 
address these 

material 
management 

challenges:
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Logistics

Optimize supply and
distribution
Most asset holding and
movement sites consist of
multiple loading, storage and
delivery systems–each with its
own subsystem of equipment,
personnel and documentation.
Key modalities such as trucks,
blending, pipe lines, rail cars and
marine vessels all have their
unique logistics challenges.

Emerson delivers seamlessly
integrated subsystems and
components that work in
concert– sharing data and
technology to provide complete
movement and terminal visibility.
Each subsystem can exist on its
own merit, or it can selectively
integrate based on needed
modality.  

Complete visibility of all
movement and terminal
operations within a user’s span of
control allows better managed
and better controlled logistics
throughout a facility.

Improve overall user effectiveness
by increasing what one user can
easily handle.  Increase overall
throughput by managing
comprehensive facility activity
and reporting to ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning). Eliminate
paperwork-based errors by
combining key functional
modules.

One operational phase invariably impacts others, 
so managing any event in isolation is not an option.
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Comprehensive integration of all modalities

enables optimized production of tank farm

or terminal operations of all sizes.

HSE
nMonitor over-fill
n Ensure certification
nObserve regulation
nRetain workforce

Site Security
nAccess site
nControl movement
nAuthorize users
n Train users

Asset Utilization
nAdapt infrastructure
n Plan movement
n Schedule equipment
nReduce turn-around time

Material Management
nBalance material
nReconcile inventory
nUtilize real-time data
n Sustain performance

Emerson’s Syncade Movement Logistics Solution functionality includes:



Optimize movement
Moving and storing materials in
storage assets (containers)
creates variables and risks 
every time.

Emerson's solution ensures safe,
secure and uneventful
movement from one storage
asset to another with material
traceability.

Movements through all
modalities are destination secure.
Optimized movement routes
accommodate the container or
storage asset type. Each solution
addresses all attributes associated
with the enterprise’s processes
and business rules. 

Material reconciliation and
movement reporting are
integrated and available for
future reference. Every visit
creates a record with tracking and
timing for analysis. Modularized
solution designs are configurable
to meet each facility’s specific
needs and subtleties to support:

nRegulatory compliance 

n Planning 

n Scheduling

n Tracking

nReporting

Emerson provides a configurable
standard logistics solution for all
movements of materials that can
match your specific operation and
unique facility design. Our 
solutions can encompass
commissioning, configuration,
project management, assessment
of movements, conceptual
automation design, detailed 
engineering and procurement. 

Site audits identify opportunities 
to capture quantifiable benefits 
from automation enhancements
that improve operating efficiency
and reliability.

With Emerson’s more than 50
years of experience and over 200
automated logistics solutions
sites deployed worldwide, we
have the expertise to engineer
efficient new facilities or analyze
and modernize your existing
operations.
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A flexible, integrated logistics solution helps

seamlessly move materials on wheels and waves.

Movements



Syncade Logistics Modules

Truck Movements

Railcar Movements

Marine Movements 

Pipeline Movements

Tank to Tank Movements

Blending

Syncade Logistics Movement modules can
effectively manage and adapt your logistics
operations:
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If we were to

measure efficiency

during a busy

period, during busy

days we see a 30%

increase in

efficiency with

automation.

Operations Manager
American Refining–Bradford, PA
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